A constrained one-bit transform that exploits adaptive search range is proposed in this paper. This transform uses the full search algorithm. However, it requires enormous amount of computation and complexity. In the proposed algorithm, we utilize constrained mask in constrained onebit transform together with motion vector to determine the search range for each block. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm reduces the number of search points by 84% on average without any significant performance loss in motion estimation.
Introduction
Video compression system is essential in a multimedia environment with limited capacity and bandwidth. For this reason, compression system utilizes motion estimation (ME) algorithm to reduce temporal redundancies between successive image frames in video coding system. The most common and simple motion estimation method is block matching algorithm (BMA) [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the BMA, the image frames are divided into rectangular blocks of a fixed size. For the current block, BMA searches the position of the most similar block in the previous frame within the search area. Then, the motion vector of the current block is determined by the location of the most appropriate block in the previous frame. The optimal search method of BMA is the full search (FS) algorithm which searches for the most suitable block within all locations of the search area [5] [6] [7] . However, it requires a vast amount of computational complexity to measure sum of absolute difference (SAD) between current block and all candidate blocks within the search window [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In order to solve the problem of FS algorithm, many fast search techniques have been proposed [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Recently, ME algorithms that exploit binary bit-depth transform have been especially actively developed. Since these schemes utilize the binary transform only Boolean Exclusive-OR (XOR) operation is required, what yields very easy hardware implementation. In this algorithm which transforms a pixel into low bit-depth representation, one-bit transform (1BT) is known as the first one of its kind [1] . However, 1BT increases the probability to find inaccurate motion vectors due to the loss of original pixel value after 1BT process. An improved version of 1BT is proposed by using an additional bit plane to increase ME accuracy. Therefore, it is called two-bit transform (2BT) [2] . A constraint mask bit-plane is introduced in constrained one-bit transform (C1BT) utilizing simple operation to solve the problem of 1BT [3] . C1BT uses two bit-planes in matching algorithm similar to 2BT.
In this paper, we propose enhanced C1BT to reduce computational complexity by employing an adaptive search range. This method determines the search range for each block. Description of conventional ME algorithms using binary bit plane are explained in Section 2. Proposed algorithm is introduced in Section 3. Finally, the experimental results and conclusion are explained in Section 4 and Section 5.
Conventional Algorithms

One-Bit Transform
1BT uses 17x17 multi-bandpass filter kernel to transform image frames into binary bit plane. This can be represented as
Then, the binary bit plane is constructed as comparison of pixel value of filtered frame and that of original frame.
where I F (i,j) is acquired by filtering I(i,j) with the kernel K. After filtering procedure, FS algorithm, which is based on the number of non-matching points (NNMP) instead of SAD, proceeds to find the optimal motion vector. NNMP is expressed as
where -s≤m,n≤s-1, B t (i,j) is the current frame after applying the transform operation. Parameter s decides the maximum number of search rage, N determines the block size, and (m,n) shows the candidate displacement.
Two-Bit Transform
2BT based ME fixes inaccuracy of 1BT based ME. To construct two bit-planes, 2BT employs average, standard deviation, approximate standard deviation of local surrounding pixels.
I tw is defined as transforming block of 8x8 pixels with 40x40 surrounding threshold windows. In order to construct the first bit plane, we compare the original pixel values with average value of local surrounding pixel. Then, we design the second bit plane by comparing the original pixel values with the sum or the difference of average value and approximate standard deviation of local surrounding pixels.
if I i j B i j otherwise if I i j or I i j B i j otherwise
where B n (i,j) represents the n th binary bit plane of 2BT. It employs the number of non-matching points which decides motion vector of block. NNMP of 2BT can be expressed in the form of 
where -s≤m, n≤s-1.
Constrained One-Bit Transform
In C1BT, threshold D is used to construct an additional bit plane which uses comparison of the original frame and the filtered frame I F (i,j) of 1BT. Constraint mask (CM) is defined as shown below
The main difference between C1BT and 2BT is that, in C1BT an additional bit-plane can be easily constructed using threshold D and filtered frame of 1BT. In 1BT based ME, pixel values on opposite side of the threshold are categorized into different classes, although original pixel values are similar to each other. C1BT solves this problem using CM. The constrained NNMP (CNNMP) is shown as where -s≤m, n≤s-1.
Proposed Algorithm
FS algorithm is a common and useful method which decides the most appropriate block among all locations of the search area. In FS algorithm, all SADs of candidate blocks within a fixed search range are measured to find the optimal motion vector that minimizes the difference between current block and candidate block. Therefore, FS algorithm is quite computationally complex due to fixed search range. In this paper, we propose an algorithm which adaptively determines the search range for each block instead of fixed search range for all blocks. Adaptive search range is decided through CM and motion vector of previous block. 
As can be seen in Eq. (12), MV and δ are given in Eq. (11) . α, β are threshold values which are empirically determined. When α=3 and β=6, both accuracy of ME and computational complexity reduction are balanced. SR has minimum value in zero-motion case and δ=0 (when FS algorithm using adaptive search range finds candidate block same as original block).
Experimental Results
The experiments were conducted on six CIF (352x288) sequences with different motion characteristics. They are Coastguard (300frames), Container (300frames), Flower (250frames), Mobile (300frames), Football (150frames), and Singer (300frames). Block size and the maximum number of the search range are 16 and 16, respectively. Image frames are reconstructed using candidate block of the previous frame and the motion vector between the previous and the current frame. The performance of ME is measured in terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). To compare the computational complexity, we define search point drop rate (SPDR) as shown in Eq. (13).
 
search point of C1BT with SR % 100. search point of C1BT SPDR  (13) SPDR makes a comparison result between total number of search points within C1BT and C1BT based on proposed algorithm. Tables 1 and 2 measure performance of C1BT with adaptive search algorithm by varying β under fixed α=3 and by varying α under fixed β=6. In Fig.  1 , PSNR has been rapidly increased on the interval from 2 to 3 compared to SPDR on the same interval where drastic PSNR increase was observed. On the interval from 2 to 4, SPDR is constantly decreasing. However, unlike SPDR, PSNR line was dramatically increased on interval from 2 to 3, while less drastic slope is observed on interval from 3 to 4. For this reason, α was set to 3. This result shows that search point drop rate was decreased (in other words, search points was increased) but performance of ME did not increased proportionately. For similar reason, as it can be seen from Fig. 2 , β was decided to be equal to 6. In this case (when α=3 and β=6), average performance loss of ME is around 0.026dB. On the contrary to this, search point drop rate was achieved as 70% to 95%.
Conclusion
An adaptive search range algorithm within C1BT was proposed in this paper. It utilizes motion vector of previous block and constraint mask in C1BT to decide the search range for each block. Search point drop rate (SPDR) is used to compare the computational complexity. We have empirically determined the values of α and β, which are 3 and 6, respectively. Then, accuracy of motion estimation (ME) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) loss are balanced. This algorithm can eliminate significant amount of search points with similar performance of C1BT based ME. In addition, proposed algorithm can be appropriate for real-time implementation of digital videos due to decrease significant computational complexity. 
